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A PSEUDO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR WHICH SHIFTS

THE WAVE FRONT SET

CESARE PARENTI AND LUIGI RODINO

Abstract. The note concerns pseudo differential operators in the classes

L"x, 0 < p < 1. These operators are pseudo-local, but they can displace the

wave front set of distributions, as we show by means of an example in L,,.

1. Classes L™s and pseudo-local property. Let B be an open set in R".

Denote by S™S(Ö Xßx R"), 0 < p < 1, 0 < 8 < 1, the class of all a(x,y, £)

E C°°(B X B X R") such that for every compact set K c B x B and all

multiorders a, ß, y the estimate

\D?D?D¡a(x,y, ¿)| < W(l +fl)-*,+IN+'1 (1)

is valid in K X R" for some constant caßyK, and write L™S(B) for the class of

pseudo differential operators A of the form

Au(x) = (2^)-"Jfcxp[i(x -y,Ç)}a(x,y,Ç)u(y)dydt (2)

with symbol a(x,y, £) E SpS(ti x B x R"). In this note our aim will be to

produce an example of a pseudo-local operator in L° ,, which can displace the

wave front set (WF) of distributions (for the definition of WF see Hörmander

[2]).
Let us recall that a linear continuous map T of C0°°(B) into C °°(B), and of

S '(B) into <$ '(B), is said to be pseudo-local if

sing supp Tu c sing supp u (3)

is valid for each u E S'(B) or, equivalently, the kernel H E ^'(B X B) of T

satisfies

sing supp H c diagonal in B X B. (4)

We shall say that T is strictly pseudo-local if

WF Au c WF h (5)

for each u E S '(B). Since for every/ E ty'(B) the projection in B of WF/ c

T*(B) \ 0 is equal to sing supp /, (5) implies (3). Concerning pseudo

differential operators, Hörmander has proved in [2]
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Proposition 1. Every A E LpmÄ(ß), 0 < p < 1, 0 < ô < 1, is strictly

pseudo-local.

Operators in the classes L™s, 0 < S < 1, are not pseudo-local in general.

For the other borderline case, ¿5=1, one can easily prove the following result

(apply to (2) the argument in Nirenberg [4, p. 152], for example).

Proposition 2. Let A be in L™X(Q), 0 < p < 1. The kernel H of A satisfies

(4).

Therefore every A E L™,(ß), 0 < p < 1, is a pseudo-local operator on ñ

whenever it can be defined on S '(Ü). Still, it need not be strictly pseudo-local

as we show in

Proposition 3. Set I = {x, \x\ < 2w) c R an¿7 write T*(I)\0 = A+ u

A_, A+ = 7 X R+, A_ = 7 X R_. There exists 0 G L°xx(I)such that:

(i) 0: C0°°(7)-> C°°(7) extends to a continuous linear map of &'(I) into

ty'(I).

(ii) 0 is continuous from L2omp(7) to L,2oc(7).

(iii) For a suitable u E L2omp(7) we have: WF u =£0, WF 0« ^0 and

WFi7 c A+, WF0«cA_.

In §2 we shall define the symbol of 0 and we shall prove (i), (ii) (an

operator in L°, need not be L2-continuous, in general); the proof of (iii) will

be given in §§3,4.

2. Definition of 0 and L2-continuity. Take m g C0°°(R), 0 < <p(x) < 1, with

<p(x) = 1 for \x\ < 1/2, <p(x) = 0 for \x\ > 1. Define, for/ = 1, 2, ... :

mm_ i<Klog2£-2/-l)    if* > 1/2,

^-{o if €< 1/2. (6)

Observe that <py G Co°°(R), 0 < <pßx) < 1, and

supp tpj c Jj = {I, 22> < | < 22^+2}, (7)

q>j(Q = 1    if22^x'2 < i < 22-'+3/2. (8)

Note also that

|D/<r,(|)|<cY(l+|||n, (9)

with constants cy which do not depend on /; (9) is readily verified by

induction on y. Now set:

p(x, 0=2 exp[ - i2y+l3x]Vj(Ç), (10)
7-1

and take q E C0°°(R), q(x) = 1 for \x\ < 3tt/2, q(x) = 0 for |jt| > 5w/3. Our

symbol will be defined by

{f(x,y,i) = q(x)q(y)p(x,t). (11)
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Since 22J < £ for £ E supp m,-, we have from (9)

\D;D¡ {txo[-i22J+x3x]<pj(í)}\ < 6«cT(l +|í|)fl

and, by observing that all terms in the sum (10) have disjoint supports, we can

easily conclude that tr (x, y, £) E SXX(I X/XR), with / = {x, \x\ < 2tt}.

The symbol &(x,y, £) has compact support in the x, y variables and the

corresponding operator 6 E L°X(I) maps C0°°(/) into C0°°(/). In fact (11) and

(2) (with n = 1, a = #) give:

®u(x) = q(x)p(x, D)(qu)(x),

where for/ E S(R):

p(x, D)f(x) = (277)-' f exp[ixi]p(x, £)/ (¿) rf{. (12)

We shall check that 0 is continuous from Llomp(I) to LXoc(I) by proving that

\\p(x, D)f\\2 < y/112 for every/ E S(R). Actually it will be sufficient to see

that

||[p(*,Z))/]f <||/||2 (13)

for each / with /(£) compactly supported. In particular, assume supp / c / =

{I, |£| < 22m+2}, with m sufficiently large; noting x, the characteristic

function of Jj in (7) we can write

m -    7 .7

2||X/||<|/|- (14)
y-i

On the other hand, from (10), (12) it follows

■  m r

p(x, D)f(x) = f»"1 2 exp[ -i2*+I3x] / exp[/x|](m/ )(|) rf{
7=1 ^

and therefore

[p(x, D)f\ (i) = 2 M )(í + 22^+13). (15)
7=1

In view of (7), all terms in the sum in (15) have disjoint supports. Then:

7=1 7=1

which implies (13) in virtue of (14). By means of a repetition of the argument,

we can also check easily that © is bounded on H^omp(I), for every real s, and

it extends to a continuous map of & '(I) into S '(/).

3. 6 is not strictly pseudo-local. We begin by defining the test function

h E L2    (/). Set

p,(x) = 2 2-*'exp[i2*+Ijc], (16)
7 = 1
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v(x) = ¡i(-2x) = 2 2-2Jexp[-i22J+2x]. (17)

7-1

Observe that n(x), v(x) are periodic with period 27r in Lj^T?) and they

satisfy:

sing supp ¡i = sing supp v = R. (18)

(18) can be deduced from a classical result on lacunary Fourier series;

otherwise, to prove (iii) in Proposition we shall only need

sing supp u n 70 ̂ 0,       sing supp v D I0 ¥=0 (19)

where

70= {x, \x\< tt}, (20)

which is obvious, since the first order derivatives of the sums (16), (17) cannot

be continuous functions in R. Now take t G C0°°(R), r(x) ¥= 0 for x E 70 in

(20), t(x) = 0 for Jjc| > 37t/2, and define

u(x) = t(x)h(x),       v(x) = t(x)v(x). (21)

We have u E L2omp(7), v E L2comp(I) and, in virtue of (19), WF u j=0,

WF v =7^=0. In §4 we shall see that

0w - vE C0°° (7). (22)

Therefore Proposition 3 will follow from

WF«cA+,       WFucA_, (23)

which we shall prove by using this equivalent definition of WF.

Proposition 4 (Hörmander [3, p. 127]). (x0, £0) £ WF/ // ¿zti¿7 only if one

can find /, G &' equal to f in a neighborhood of x0 and with /,(£) = 0(|£|-Ar)

for every N in a conic neighborhood of £0 independent of N.

In view of Proposition 4, to check WF u n A_ =0, WF v n A+ =0, it

will be sufficient to show that for every N there exists cN > 0 such that

|(T/ir(|)| < c„(-É)-"   for¿<0, (24)

|(w)"(D| < c^r"'   for¿>0. (25)

First observe that in virtue of (16), (17)

00

W(ö= 2-2'*f(*-2"+,X (26)
7-1

OO

("0"(€)= S2^(i + 22j+2). (27)
7-1

Since f G S (R), there exists a constant c'N such that

|Í(Í)|<^_JV (28)

and we can estimate
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|f (| - 22>+1)| < c'N(-tyN   for|< 0, (29)

|f (| + 22'+2)| < c¡4 -"   for | > 0. (30)

Applying (29), (30) in (26), (27) we obtain (24), (25) with cN = c^/3. The

inclusions (23) are proved.

Observe that, using (18), we can deduce from (21): sing supp u =

sing supp v = supp t, and from (23): WF u = supp t X R+, WF v = supp t

X R_. Let us point out also that, generalizing the definition in (10) and using

test functions of the same type in R", n > 1, one can easily construct

examples of operators in Lxmx(Q¡), B c R", with arbitrary m and B, which move

the WF from a given ray to any other fixed ray or cone in the fibers of J*(B).

4. Proof of (22). Since q(x) = 1 for x E supp t, we have

@u(x) = q(x)p(x,D)(r^)(x). (31)

Therefore in view of (12), (26) &u(x) can be expressed by means of the

Fourier integral

@u(x) = q(x)(27T)-xfcxp[ixè]x(x, £) dt (32)

where x E CX(I X R) is given by

OO OO

x(*.*)=2   2M*,*) (33)
j=\ «--i

with

\k(x, |) = 2-2*exp[ - i2*+ l3x]%(e,r (¿ - 22*+'). (34)

Let us define Xi, X2 in C°°(I X R),

OO 00 OO

xi = 2 *fj>     x2 = 2   S V» (35)
j=\ 7=1    fc-1

k+j

and split consequently &u(x) into the sum of the two terms

v,(x) = q(x)(2v)-lfexp[ixt]x,(x, ¿) rf¿       í = 1, 2. (36)

The function u2 is in C0°°(/), as we see immediately by differentiating (36)

under the sign of integration and using the estimates

|D;fc(*.9|<*^0+|i|)"" (37)
which will be proved at the end of this section. So, to obtain (22), it suffices to

show vx - v E C0°°(/). Writing out vx in (36) as a sum of integrals and

applying to each term the transformation tj = £ — 22y+13, we get

/oo
exp[ixrj] 2 2-2-%(w + 22-'+13)f (t, + 22>+2) ch).

7 = 1

On the other hand, since q(x) = 1 for x E supp v, in view of (21), (27) we can
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write

- oo

v(x) = 9(jc)(2îr)"lJexp[iXTj] 2 2"2-/t(t, + 22-'+2) ¿Tr,
7-1

and we conclude

vx(x) - v(x) = ¿7(x)(27t)_1J exp[ixr¡]o(i)) dt], (38)

where o(v¡) E C°°(R) is given by

oil) = 2 »Al)' (39)
7-1

with

a,(r,) = 2-2^(t, + 2*+2)[<&(t, + 22>+I3) - 1]. (40)

We shall prove that for every N there exists CN such that

KrOI \vf< C„. (41)
For r, > 0 the estimate is an easy consequence of (30). Take r, < 0 and

assume -22*+3 < r, < -22*+1. In view of (28) we have

|f (t, + 22J+2)\ < c'N\v + 22J+2\~N. (42)

Then, noting that for/ ^ k it is |tj + 22-7"1"2! > 22* > H/8, we obtain from

(40):

|a,(r,)| \n\N< 8%2^,   for/**. (43)

On the other hand, observing that in virtue of (8) <pk(ri + 22*+13) = 1 for

-22*+221/20 < t, < -22*+219/20, we deduce |n + 22*+2| > 22Ac/10 >

|tj|/80 for t/ G supp ok. It follows

|0t(i,)| \r,f< S0»c'N2-2k. (44)

Therefore, in view of (43), (44), (39), the estimate (41) is satisfied also for

negative r, and (38) shows that vx - v E C0°°(7). It remains to prove (37). To

this end we observe that

ID;***, oi < n\a i 2_2t (« - 22<c+i)i^),
k=\

with

**(0 = I <pj®>
7-1
7#*

Since 0 <$*(£) < 1, and $*(£) = 0 for 22k < £ < 22k+2, we can repeat the

argument which we used to estimate o(t\); (37) follows easily, and this

completes the proof of (22).
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5. A remark on hypoellipticity. It has been observed recently that certain

quasi-elliptic degenerate linear partial differential operators have left para-

metrices in the classes Lxm/2X (see for example the study of the Kannai

operator dx + xd2 in Beals [1, Examples 10.5 and 11.18]). These parametrices

are certainly pseudo-local but they cannot be expected to be strictly pseudo-

local; actually, though hypoelliptic, the corresponding operators are not

strictly hypoelliptic in the sense of Hörmander [3, p. 151], i.e.: they decrease

the WF (for dx + d2, this can be directly tested on suitable distributions).
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